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Abstract 

In today’s business environment, the trend towards more product variety and customization is unbroken. Due to this development, the need of 
agile and reconfigurable production systems emerged to cope with various products and product families. To design and optimize production
systems as well as to choose the optimal product matches, product analysis methods are needed. Indeed, most of the known methods aim to 
analyze a product or one product family on the physical level. Different product families, however, may differ largely in terms of the number and 
nature of components. This fact impedes an efficient comparison and choice of appropriate product family combinations for the production
system. A new methodology is proposed to analyze existing products in view of their functional and physical architecture. The aim is to cluster
these products in new assembly oriented product families for the optimization of existing assembly lines and the creation of future reconfigurable 
assembly systems. Based on Datum Flow Chain, the physical structure of the products is analyzed. Functional subassemblies are identified, and 
a functional analysis is performed. Moreover, a hybrid functional and physical architecture graph (HyFPAG) is the output which depicts the 
similarity between product families by providing design support to both, production system planners and product designers. An illustrative
example of a nail-clipper is used to explain the proposed methodology. An industrial case study on two product families of steering columns of 
thyssenkrupp Presta France is then carried out to give a first industrial evaluation of the proposed approach. 
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1. Introduction 

Due to the fast development in the domain of 
communication and an ongoing trend of digitization and
digitalization, manufacturing enterprises are facing important
challenges in today’s market environments: a continuing
tendency towards reduction of product development times and
shortened product lifecycles. In addition, there is an increasing
demand of customization, being at the same time in a global 
competition with competitors all over the world. This trend, 
which is inducing the development from macro to micro 
markets, results in diminished lot sizes due to augmenting
product varieties (high-volume to low-volume production) [1]. 
To cope with this augmenting variety as well as to be able to
identify possible optimization potentials in the existing
production system, it is important to have a precise knowledge

of the product range and characteristics manufactured and/or 
assembled in this system. In this context, the main challenge in
modelling and analysis is now not only to cope with single 
products, a limited product range or existing product families,
but also to be able to analyze and to compare products to define
new product families. It can be observed that classical existing
product families are regrouped in function of clients or features.
However, assembly oriented product families are hardly to find. 

On the product family level, products differ mainly in two
main characteristics: (i) the number of components and (ii) the
type of components (e.g. mechanical, electrical, electronical). 

Classical methodologies considering mainly single products 
or solitary, already existing product families analyze the
product structure on a physical level (components level) which 
causes difficulties regarding an efficient definition and
comparison of different product families. Addressing this 
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Abstract

Semiconductor manufacturing represents a challenging industrial environments, where products require more than several hundred operations,
each representing the technical state-of-the-art. Products vary greatly in volume, design and required production processes and, additionally,
product portfolios and technologies change rapidly. Thus, technologically restricted rapid product development, stringent quality related clean
room requirements and high precision manufacturing equipment application enforce operational excellence, in particular time constraints adher-
ence. Product specific time constraints between two or more successive process operations are an industry-specific challenge, as violations lead
to additional scrapping or reworking costs. Time constraint adherence is linked to dispatching and currently manually assessed. To overcome
this error-prone manual task, this article presents a data-based decision process to predict time constraint adherence in semiconductor manu-
facturing. Real-world historical data is analyzed and appropriate statistical models and scoring functions derived. Compared to other relevant
literature regarding time constraint violations, the central contribution of this article is the design, generation and validation of a model for product
quality-related time constraint adherence based on a real-world semiconductor plant.
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1. Introduction

Semiconductor manufacturing involves some of the most
complex manufacturing processes and due to several hundred
required operations operates on the verge of the physically and
operationally possible [22]. Thus, operational excellence is fo-
cused amid global competition [19], inducing stringent quality
requirements. Predominantly the adherence to time constraints
that define a maximum time between two or more successive
steps and high machine utilization remain pillars of competi-
tiveness [1]. Any violation of time constraints can result in a
batch being scrapped or requiring additional reworking [2].

Operational decisions, such as dispatching against the back-
ground of strict time constraints, in semiconductor manufactur-
ing are currently often performed by humans, so that an oper-
ator takes the time-consuming and stressful evaluation whether
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E-mail address: marvin.may@kit.edu (Marvin Carl May).

or not a particular lot can be sent to the consecutive machine. If
the consecutive machine, for instance, is fully utilized, the pro-
cessing of the lot is expected to take longer, which implies that
a corresponding time constraint might be violated [16]. Hence,
a potential approach could be to automate this process with the
benefit of minimizing time constraint violations and allowing
more complex product designs.. Less time constraint violations
result in fewer lots being scrapped or reworked and, thus, lead
to lower costs. To design an automated system that mitigates
time constraint violations, a promising approach is to integrate
historical data. In general, this data can be extracted from the
company’s Manufacturing Execution System (MES) [21]. The
approach is not limited exclusively to semiconductor manufac-
turing, however, the treatise, in this complexity, typically only
arises in this complexity in high variety high volume produc-
tion, such as semiconductor manufacturing.

Therefore, different time constraints are outlined in a lit-
erature review in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the require
statistical foundations and enables the loss function derivation
in Section 3.2. Following the prediction model introduction in
Section 4, a case study is presented in Section 5. Lastly, a dis-
cussion and outlook conclude this paper in Sections 6 and 7.2212-8271© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
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2. Related Work

Technological restrictions, rapid product development and
various product design interdependencies in the semiconductor
industry lead to operational excellence as means a main enabler,
in particular to tackling product design related time constraints.
Operations management in the semiconductor industry is typi-
cally based on the Production Planning and Control (PPC) hi-
erarchy [22], that distinguishes between planning, i.e. decisions
that refer to a time horizon ranging from months to years and in-
clude for instance capacity, material requirements and demand
planning, and control, i.e. short-term decisions about operation
shifts, order release, scheduling released orders on machines
and dispatching these under time constraints. Hence, a variety
of time constraint definitions is explored and a comprehensive
literature review on the lowest PPC level performed.

2.1. Time Constraint definitions

According to the basic definition of Lima et al. [16], each
time constraint (ts1,e1 ) has a start (s1), an end process step time
(e1) and a time limit (tlimit) that should not be exceeded for the
lot to retain its expected properties: e1−s1 ≤ tlimit. In the context
of semiconductor manufacturing, minimal waiting time con-
straints are not considered, as those time constraints can triv-
ially be fulfilled by holding the corresponding lot back. Wang
et al. [24] hence use the appropriate term of limited waiting time
constraints, indicating that the waiting time of a lot should be
limited. Maleck and Eckert [18] uses the term timelink area for
two or more consecutive steps, where simple timelinks span two
consecutive production steps. More complex forms are known
as time constraint tunnels (TCT), which are consecutive time
constraints that overlap [17]. Formally described, this means
that there are at least two time constraints ts1,e1 , ts2,e2 such that
s1 ≤ e2 and s2 ≤ e1. These differ from timelinks insofar as
the individual time constraints can be competing, sometimes
requiring holding back lots before the second time constraint
starts. Secondly, the process that is time constrained can be clas-
sified as described by Arima et al. [2], one example is the queue
time constraint, which in their paper is defined as limiting the
time between two consecutive process steps. Another type is
the transportation time constraint, limiting the time from the in-
termediate buffer storage to the target machine, as described by
Kim et al. [11]. A third category is the wafer residency time
constraint mentioned by Pan et al. [23] and Yang et al. [29],
which limit the sojourn time in different process modules, such
as chemical vapor deposition. All in all, this paper addresses
simple queue timelink areas.

2.2. Literature Review

The literature identified throug a grounded theory literature
review can be clustered according to their PPC classification,
where scheduling refers to assigning released orders to ma-
chines prescriptively and dispatching controls operations on the
fly. Thus, approaches can be clustered according to their objec-
tive, modeling and solution technique as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Classification of relevant literature
PPC Objective Modeling Solution Ref.

Sc
he

du
lin

g

Optimal schedule deriv. Enum. Tree Branch & Bound [28]
Auxiliary time constraints Experiments Genetic Alg. [20]
Min. violations, cycle time MILP heuristic [10]
Reduce violations MILP Branch & Bound [12]
Max. production rate MILP Numerical anal. [14]
Predict WIP & thresholds Forecast model Neural Network [5]
Improve cycle time MILP & Exp. Optimization [13]

D
is

pa
tc

hi
ng

Reduce failure rate MES & Exp. Heuristic [15]
Queue length opt. policy MDP Optimization [27]
Flow line control policy MDP & Exp. Optimization [26]
Sojourn time control MILP Branch & Bound [18]
Completion time bounds Experiments Heuristic [25]
Predict violation prob. Graph model Heuristic [17]
Increase utilization MDP RL [1]

In respect to scheduling, the literature proposes the solution
through branch-and-bound schemes to derive optimal cyclic
schedules for instance for simplified two-machine [28, 14] or
three-machine flow shops [12]. In scheduling modeling is often
performed with Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP),
which either minimizes the number of time constraint viola-
tions in the objective function [10] or models time constraint
as linear auxiliary constraints [13]. Another approach controls
the Work-in Progress (WIP) Level as higher WIP thresholds in-
crease the time constraint violation likelihood. When maximiz-
ing the production rate with relaxed time constraints Lee and
Li [14] achieve 0.2% violation rate. The dire need to provide
quick, yet not perfect but acceptable, solutions is addressed by
heuristics [10], for instance full and greedy batching [20]. Fi-
nally, data-based approaches start to emerge by predicting WIP
levels and imposing rigid thresholds through a hybrid decision
tree and neural network approach [5].

Regarding dispatching, deriving a control policy [27] or pre-
dicting violation probabilities [17] serve as objectives, whereas
modeling is predominantly performed through the applica-
tion of queuing theory [26], MILP [18] or the simulation of
Markov Decision Processes (MDP) [1]. Beyond optimization
approaches [27, 18], heuristic solutions focus on comparing al-
gorithms within an MES integration [15], triggering dispatch-
ing based on thresholds [17] as well as determining suitable up-
per and lower acceptance bounds [25]. Traditional methods in
practice, however, are typically based on operators that trigger
dispatching.

2.3. Research Question derivation

A commonality of the identified literature, regardless of their
PPC level, are their strong assumptions, i.e. few machines or
simple machine setups. Additionally, most variables, such as
processing and arrival times, are assumed to follow predeter-
mined distributions. If applicable, results are evaluated in sim-
ulations, yet real-world data is neglected. Thus, the goal of this
research is to design a production control method for real-world
time constraint adherence improvements , that is based on ob-
servable real-time data, with no restrictions to the number of
machines, states or detailed distributional knowledge.
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through branch-and-bound schemes to derive optimal cyclic
schedules for instance for simplified two-machine [28, 14] or
three-machine flow shops [12]. In scheduling modeling is often
performed with Mixed Integer Linear Programming (MILP),
which either minimizes the number of time constraint viola-
tions in the objective function [10] or models time constraint
as linear auxiliary constraints [13]. Another approach controls
the Work-in Progress (WIP) Level as higher WIP thresholds in-
crease the time constraint violation likelihood. When maximiz-
ing the production rate with relaxed time constraints Lee and
Li [14] achieve 0.2% violation rate. The dire need to provide
quick, yet not perfect but acceptable, solutions is addressed by
heuristics [10], for instance full and greedy batching [20]. Fi-
nally, data-based approaches start to emerge by predicting WIP
levels and imposing rigid thresholds through a hybrid decision
tree and neural network approach [5].

Regarding dispatching, deriving a control policy [27] or pre-
dicting violation probabilities [17] serve as objectives, whereas
modeling is predominantly performed through the applica-
tion of queuing theory [26], MILP [18] or the simulation of
Markov Decision Processes (MDP) [1]. Beyond optimization
approaches [27, 18], heuristic solutions focus on comparing al-
gorithms within an MES integration [15], triggering dispatch-
ing based on thresholds [17] as well as determining suitable up-
per and lower acceptance bounds [25]. Traditional methods in
practice, however, are typically based on operators that trigger
dispatching.

2.3. Research Question derivation

A commonality of the identified literature, regardless of their
PPC level, are their strong assumptions, i.e. few machines or
simple machine setups. Additionally, most variables, such as
processing and arrival times, are assumed to follow predeter-
mined distributions. If applicable, results are evaluated in sim-
ulations, yet real-world data is neglected. Thus, the goal of this
research is to design a production control method for real-world
time constraint adherence improvements , that is based on ob-
servable real-time data, with no restrictions to the number of
machines, states or detailed distributional knowledge.
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3. Statistical Foundation

The designed time constraint dispatching support system, in
contrast to the reviewed literature, is based on individual his-
toric transition time realizations. Hence, it is necessary to re-
view prediction intervals, as well as accurate loss functions to
determine the most suitable prediction interval.

3.1. Prediction Intervals

Prediction intervals are intervals from which the next real-
ized data point will be sampled with a given probability. Con-
sider stochastic variables y1, ..., yn that are independently and
identically distributed with a normal distribution of N(µ, σ2).
The corresponding prediction interval is based on a 1 − α cov-
erage level, yet the real µ and σ are not known, and thus the
student’s t distribution and estimators ȳ and s are applied. As
the goal is to predict upper bounds for future realizations, one-
sided prediction intervals are regarded (Equation 1).

−∞, ȳ + tn−1;1−αs

√
1 +

1
n

 (1)

3.2. Loss Function derivation for Prediction Intervals

In order to compare the performance of multiple approaches
for prediction intervals, a suitable performance measure is nec-
essary. One approach is to apply a classification loss to the
number of intervals that contain the realized value. However, a
meaningless but arbitrarily broad coverage (1 − α) can be cho-
sen, necessitating a suitable trade-off between interval width
and coverage. Thus, an inverse trade-off between length and
coverage is a desirable trait of a loss function L for prediction
intervals [3]. On the other hand, arbitrarily short miscalibrated
intervals shall be avoided [4] and no specific knowledge about
the underlying data generation process necessary [3].

The most commonly used interval-forecast loss function is
the Winkler Loss Lwinkler(y, d, λ) (see Equation 2) [3], where
smaller values indicate better prediction intervals. The interval
length is represented by d, while dl and du are the lower and up-
per bounds of the predicted interval. The first term in Equation
2 thus penalizes large intervals, and the second and third terms
penalize values outside of the predicted interval. λl and λu are
parameters balancing the trade-off between the interval width
and coverage and should be set to 1/λl + 1/λu = α [8].

Lwinkler(y, d, λ) = |d|+λl(dl−y)1{y < dl}+λu(y−du)1{y > du}(2)

As the data analytics approach aims at finding the best inter-
val for a desired coverage, quantile-based one-sided prediction
intervals, that require adaptations, are considered. As explained
in the deviation of the Winkler Loss in the work of Gneiting
and Raftery [8], the two-sided interval score is derived from the
prediction of multiple quantiles at r1, ..., rk (Equation 3).

L(r1, ..., rk, y, α) =
k∑

i=1

[αi si(ri)+(si(y)−si(ri)) {y ≤ ri}]+h(y)(3)

The two-sided interval score is a special case where dl and
du represent the lower and upper bounds corresponding to the
1 − α2 quantile. Yet, in the reagarded one-sided case, only the
upper limit du is considered. Furthermore, α1 is set to 1−α since
the upper bound at the 1 − α coverage level is considered. The
functions s and h must be at most polynomial in x and s shall
be non-decreasing and, hence, set according to s1(x) = x

α
and

h(x) = − x
α

, yielding to the one-sided loss function (Equation 4).

Lone−sided(du, y, α) = du +
1
α

(y − du) {y > du} (4)

The loss function described in the literature evaluates based
on only one data point [8]. In this setting, however, a large test
data set is used. The loss is, thus, defined as the average over
multiple data points. This approach further enables the compar-
ison of more complex models with individual prediction inter-
vals for different transitions. Thus, the final custom loss func-
tion in this paper is defined as shown in Equation 5:

Lone−sided(•) = 1
n


n∑

i=1

du
i +

1
α

n∑
i=1

[(yi − du
i ) {yi > du

i }]
 (5)

4. Prediction Model

All in all, the final prediction model combines a point esti-
mator and a prediction interval in order to obtain a reasonable
upper bound for the next transition time. In case the predicted
upper bound does not exceed the time constraint, the corre-
sponding dispatching action is permissible. Figure 1 shows an
exemplary manifestation, where different prediction intervals
and point estimators can be combined. Based on the newly in-
troduced, adapted one-sided Winkler Loss, the best prediction
interval can be selected, while point estimators can be ranked
according to traditional metrics. In order to fulfill simple queue
timelink areas controlling the transition time of lots is sufficient,
i.e. as long as the transition time is lower than the time con-
straint, a dispatching action is permissible.
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Fig. 1. Final model as a combination of point estimator and prediction interval

4.1. ARMA point estimator

Regarding real world data, dispatching in a semiconductor
fab is characterized by high volume high variance [1], leading
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Fig. 2. Exemplary degree of auto-correlation regarding previous time-steps

to non-stationary transition times, when regarding transitions
between two machines. Nevertheless, as visually observable in
the autocorrelogram in Figure 2, the transition times Xt, Xt−1, ...
of many transitions exhibit high degrees of auto-correlation
corr(Xt, Xt− j) towards their predecessors. The presence of auto-
correlation can formally be tested with the Durbin-Watson Test,
which is fulfilled for T2. Since the majority of transitions is
auto-correlation wise visually comparable to T2, a random pick,
and even in the lowest degree of auto-correlation transition T1
auto-correlation can be observed, it is assumed in the following
and exploited for building a point estimator.

Thus, an Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model,
which predicts the current value Xt based on its predecessors
according to Equation 6, where φp, θq � 0, andσ2

w > 0, εt ∼ wn(0, σ2
w) de-

note a white noise sequence, can be set up. A p-th order autore-
gressive process (AR) and a q-th order moving average (MA)
process are mixed, so that c is an internal constant value, while
(φ1, φ2, ..., φp) and (θ1, θ2, ..., θq) denote the AR and MR process param-
eters. Selecting p, q is crucial to enable parameter estimation
through least square minimization.

Xt = c + εt +
p∑

i=1

φiXt−i +

q∑
j=1

θiεt−i (6)

4.2. Prediction interval modeling

In order to find the most suitable prediction interval, three
different approaches are compared applying the 75% coverage
level and the previously derived Winkler Loss. The approaches
are based on three different statistical distribution assumptions.
The normal model assumes a normal distribution, while the log-
arithmic model first applies a logarithmic transformation on the
data before deriving the quantiles. As a third model, the Cheby-
shev model is chosen, which derives a prediction interval with-
out any distribution assumptions as described by Jørgensen and
Sjoeberg [9] and thus represents the base case. Table 2 shows
the calculated Winkler Loss scores which indicate that the log-
arithmic model performs best. This result can intuitively be ex-
plained by the fact that the distributions of realized transition
times are right-skewed in most cases. Thus, a logarithmic trans-
formation is necessary before assuming normal distribution and
deriving the quantile for the prediction intervals , which is sta-
tistically analyzed in Section 4.3.

4.3. Logarithmic prediction interval

The application of the one-sided prediction interval to de-
termine a lots scheduling feasibility under time constraints

Table 2. Calculation of the custom Winkler Loss for different statistical models

Model Winkler Loss Score
Chebyshev model 6,855
Normal model 5,867
Logarithmic model 5,790
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Fig. 3. Comparison of accumulated empirical distribution and normal distribu-
tion for transition T1

formally requires an underlying normal distribution, which is
checked for the logarithmic model. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test (K-S test) is a nonparametric goodness-of-fit test whether
an observed distribution fits a predefined underlying distribu-
tion [6] , where the null hypothesis H0 assumes the observed
distribution to fit the predefined.

Transition T1 is analyzed with a K-S test as it has the most
available data points and visually appears to closely follow a
normal distribution. A rejection of H0 for T1, thus, most likely
induces a rejection for any of the other transitions. Plotting the
empirical cumulative distribution results in Figure 3, which suf-
fices in visual comparison. Statistically, the cutoff for critical
value for rejection with 5% significance lies approximated at
0.0473 and as the critical value Kn;1−α/2 = 0.0165 is smaller,
the H0 hypothesis assuming equal distributions is rejected at the
0.05 significance level, indicating that the observed distribution
cannot be described as normally distributed.

Filion [7], however, mention, that for large sample sizes the
critical value vanishes and as distributions are typically not per-
fectly symmetrical, H0 is rejected very often. Hence, only re-
garding small subsets, for instance the first 30 recorded values
as in Figure 3, results in not rejecting H0 for the same signif-
icance level (i.e. 0.2417 > 0.1095). Thus, despite the missing
statistical significance, in the following it is assumed that in
the relevant range the empirical distributions accurately enough
resemble a normal distribution for the prediction interval appli-
cation.

4.4. Performance measure

Application in the high volume semiconductor industry,
however, requires as few time constraint violations as possible.
Thus, a conversion from statistical intervals and probabilities
to traditional performance measures that correctly predict indi-
vidual constraint adherence is necessary. In order to determine
the probability of the time constraint adherence and given the
prediction interval and duration of the time constraint, it is pos-
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to non-stationary transition times, when regarding transitions
between two machines. Nevertheless, as visually observable in
the autocorrelogram in Figure 2, the transition times Xt, Xt−1, ...
of many transitions exhibit high degrees of auto-correlation
corr(Xt, Xt− j) towards their predecessors. The presence of auto-
correlation can formally be tested with the Durbin-Watson Test,
which is fulfilled for T2. Since the majority of transitions is
auto-correlation wise visually comparable to T2, a random pick,
and even in the lowest degree of auto-correlation transition T1
auto-correlation can be observed, it is assumed in the following
and exploited for building a point estimator.

Thus, an Autoregressive Moving Average (ARMA) model,
which predicts the current value Xt based on its predecessors
according to Equation 6, where φp, θq � 0, andσ2

w > 0, εt ∼ wn(0, σ2
w) de-

note a white noise sequence, can be set up. A p-th order autore-
gressive process (AR) and a q-th order moving average (MA)
process are mixed, so that c is an internal constant value, while
(φ1, φ2, ..., φp) and (θ1, θ2, ..., θq) denote the AR and MR process param-
eters. Selecting p, q is crucial to enable parameter estimation
through least square minimization.

Xt = c + εt +
p∑

i=1

φiXt−i +

q∑
j=1

θiεt−i (6)

4.2. Prediction interval modeling

In order to find the most suitable prediction interval, three
different approaches are compared applying the 75% coverage
level and the previously derived Winkler Loss. The approaches
are based on three different statistical distribution assumptions.
The normal model assumes a normal distribution, while the log-
arithmic model first applies a logarithmic transformation on the
data before deriving the quantiles. As a third model, the Cheby-
shev model is chosen, which derives a prediction interval with-
out any distribution assumptions as described by Jørgensen and
Sjoeberg [9] and thus represents the base case. Table 2 shows
the calculated Winkler Loss scores which indicate that the log-
arithmic model performs best. This result can intuitively be ex-
plained by the fact that the distributions of realized transition
times are right-skewed in most cases. Thus, a logarithmic trans-
formation is necessary before assuming normal distribution and
deriving the quantile for the prediction intervals , which is sta-
tistically analyzed in Section 4.3.

4.3. Logarithmic prediction interval

The application of the one-sided prediction interval to de-
termine a lots scheduling feasibility under time constraints

Table 2. Calculation of the custom Winkler Loss for different statistical models

Model Winkler Loss Score
Chebyshev model 6,855
Normal model 5,867
Logarithmic model 5,790
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formally requires an underlying normal distribution, which is
checked for the logarithmic model. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test (K-S test) is a nonparametric goodness-of-fit test whether
an observed distribution fits a predefined underlying distribu-
tion [6] , where the null hypothesis H0 assumes the observed
distribution to fit the predefined.

Transition T1 is analyzed with a K-S test as it has the most
available data points and visually appears to closely follow a
normal distribution. A rejection of H0 for T1, thus, most likely
induces a rejection for any of the other transitions. Plotting the
empirical cumulative distribution results in Figure 3, which suf-
fices in visual comparison. Statistically, the cutoff for critical
value for rejection with 5% significance lies approximated at
0.0473 and as the critical value Kn;1−α/2 = 0.0165 is smaller,
the H0 hypothesis assuming equal distributions is rejected at the
0.05 significance level, indicating that the observed distribution
cannot be described as normally distributed.

Filion [7], however, mention, that for large sample sizes the
critical value vanishes and as distributions are typically not per-
fectly symmetrical, H0 is rejected very often. Hence, only re-
garding small subsets, for instance the first 30 recorded values
as in Figure 3, results in not rejecting H0 for the same signif-
icance level (i.e. 0.2417 > 0.1095). Thus, despite the missing
statistical significance, in the following it is assumed that in
the relevant range the empirical distributions accurately enough
resemble a normal distribution for the prediction interval appli-
cation.

4.4. Performance measure

Application in the high volume semiconductor industry,
however, requires as few time constraint violations as possible.
Thus, a conversion from statistical intervals and probabilities
to traditional performance measures that correctly predict indi-
vidual constraint adherence is necessary. In order to determine
the probability of the time constraint adherence and given the
prediction interval and duration of the time constraint, it is pos-
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sible to derive the adherence probability, as shown in Equation
7. The formula is initially used to derive the upper bound of
the prediction interval du by using the point estimator ŷ, the t-
value tn−1;1−α, the standard deviation s, and the sample size n.
As shown in the second part of Equation 7, the formula can be
transformed to determine tn−1;1−α. Instead of specifying the α
value, the upper bound du is set equal to the duration of the time
constraint, and the corresponding t-value is calculated. Given
tn−1;1−α, the corresponding α can be derived. 1 − α then refers
to the probability of the realized transition time to be smaller or
equal to the time limit specified by the time constraint.

du = ŷ + tn−1;1−αs

√
1 +

1
n
⇒ tn−1;1−α =

du − ŷ

s
√

1 + 1
n

(7)

Using the mean x̄ and standard deviation s, the upper bound
du for any given α can be calculated according to Equation 8.
The higher the expected coverage, the higher the correspond-
ing upper bound. One crucial aspect to understand when imple-
menting the model is the trade-off between high coverage and a
small upper bound. In general, an arbitrarily large upper bound
can be chosen to achieve almost 100% coverage. This upper
bound, however, does not provide any meaningful information,
since it is arbitrarily large. Therefore, the goal is to find the low-
est upper bound that still has an acceptable coverage level. This
acceptable coverage level depends on the domain and must be
specified by domain experts.

du = x̄ + tn−1;1−αs

√
1 +

1
n

(8)

5. Case Study

The proposed data analytics model is tested by implement-
ing a three stage process where 64% of the data is used for
training, 16% for validation, i.e. selecting the best performing
hyperparameters, and the remaining 20% for testing, i.e. com-
paring models and analyzing their ability to generalize from test
and validation data to the unknown testing. For the final model,
point estimations are created for all transitions limited by time
constraints. Based on multiple interviews with domain experts,
a minimum of 75% coverage was identified and applied in the
context of the case study.

The proposed model is applied to a complex semiconduc-
tor job shop that incorporated more than 20, 000 unique paths
between machines within the regarded timeframe. A four-digit
number of transitions was found to be limited by time con-
straints. The results show an accuracy of 99.08%, a recall of
66.66%, and a precision of 15.38%. While the accuracy of the
model is high, the recall and precision are relatively low. The
overall explanation for this result is that the data is strongly
biased. There are only few cases with a positive condition in
comparison to thousands of cases with a negative condition,
i.e. not violating the time-constraint. Even a model exclusively
predicting negative conditions for all data points would score a
high accuracy of close to 100%. A positive aspect of the final
model, however, is that two third critical transitions could be

recognized. Furthermore, a majority of the wrongly classified
transitions were only slightly above the defined interval cover-
age. Changing the model in a benignly small way, such as by
raising the required coverage to 76%, would, in this case, in-
crease the recall significantly.

6. Discussion

This research provides a real-world validated approach to es-
timating time constraint adherence probabilities in a complex,
matrix-shaped job shop. The approach is based on splitting
the model into point and interval estimators that each can be
uniquely modeled. The disadvantage of calibrating and combin-
ing two different models and model types is offset by the pos-
sibility to integrate a designated coverage that helps in reach-
ing targeted statistical levels. The fact, that the current Pro-
duction Control already controls operations very well tremen-
dously complicates the application of traditional data analytics.
Despite these adverse circumstances, the proposed approach
outperforms the current predictions by two thirds.

Major drawbacks are the restriction to simple time con-
straints, i.e. time link areas that do not span more than two con-
secutive transactions, and the exclusive restriction to observed
transition times, as further possible data sources, such as in-
formation about queues and failure behavior is not explicitly
implemented. Thus, the main contribution lies in regarding a
complex real-world system with few constraints and the sim-
ple interpretability of the proposed approach. Additionally, the
simple implementation enables easily achievable improvements
for complex job shops with time constraints.

7. Outlook

The proposed model addresses dispatching decision for sim-
ple time constraints in a real production plant. A more com-
prehensive review based on simulated data can help in building
better models that are consequently transferred to validation in
a real use-case. Thus, beyond regarding simulations, in princi-
ple two different, yet not mutually exclusive further approaches
seem promising. First, the model van be improved by consid-
ering much more data, i.e. queue information, failure behav-
ior and domain knowledge about implemented priority rules.
Secondly, the scope can be extended towards integrating more
complex time constraints and decisions.

The first can leverage larger data sets, that include longer
observation periods to build more stable statistical model, the
integration and generation of pre-processed and more complex
features, e.g. queue length, failures, and the research on more
comprehensive point estimators such as recurrent neural net-
works or deep learning models in general. Additionally, more
complex statistical distributions can be regarded, that better fit
to the observed data. The latter approach can focus on regard-
ing multiple step time constraints, neighboring or even overlap-
ping time constraints and hence, solve that practically more rel-
evant complex time constraints in a comprehensive framework.
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Furthermore, different industries can be considered and the re-
garded use case can be shifted towards a scheduling perspec-
tive, insofar as the optimal next machine is selected, decreasing
the probability of violating time constraints. An intuitive ap-
proach to this problem lies in calculating the adherence proba-
bilities based on the presented model and consequently select-
ing the most suitable machine. However, future research shall
incorporate and regard the interrelation between active selec-
tion of actions and possible difficulties for the prediction mod-
els if applicable.
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